
Brand Item No.  Product Name  Description  Duration Pkg Selling Price Customer Notes

WPI WP21001 Show in a Box - 16 Shot 200 Gram Cake
12/1

$81

WPI WP21002  Emperor - 16 Shot 200 Gram Cake 12/1
$81

WPI WP21004  Starry Nights - 25 Shot 500 Gram Cake  25s 8/1
$124

WPI WP21005  Sky Lights - 35 Shot 500 Gram Cake  55s 6/1
$117

WPI WP21006  Crazy Tom - 36 Shot 500 Gram Cake  46s 4/1

WPI WP21007  Unforgettable - 49 Shot 500 Gram Cake  38s 4/1
$111

WPI WP21008  Booming Flowers - 16 Shot 500 Gram Cake  42s 6/1
$94

WPI WP21009  Retribution - 16 Shot 500 Gram Cake 6/1
$101

WPI WP21010  Vengeance - 19 Shot 500 Gram Cake  40s 6/1
$98

WPI WP21011  Now or Never - 20 Shot 500 Gram Cake 6/1
$106

WPI WP21012  Seriously - 21 Shot 500 Gram Cake  29s 4/1
$111

WPI WP21014  Resilience - 25 Shot 500 Gram Cake  19s 4/1
$104

WPI WP21016  Lord of the Sky - 25 Shot 500 Gram Cake  19s 4/1
$70

WPI WP21018  Shadrach - 30 Shot 500 Gram Cake  29s 4/1
$96

WPI WP21021  Just Keep Swimming - 9 Shot  500 Gram 

Cake 4/1

$74

WPI WP21023  Lt. Dan - 20 Shot 500 Gram Cake  25s 4/1
$69

WPI WP21501  Redemption 5" Canister  35s 4/4/6
$173

WPI WP21601  Rehab 6" Canister  32s 3/4/6
$163

Winda  P5388 ADDICTED TO LOUD 9'S
 Brilliant, huge, loud, symmetrical, long-lasting brocade 

crown with multi-color falling leaves. 
 47s 2/1 $119

Winda P5494 MOTHER OF ALL BOMBS 9'S
 Unbelievably long-hanging Nishiki Kamuro! Don't know 

what that means? Search it up and be impressed! 
 38s 2/1 $128

Winda P5502A  MAKE AMERICA GREAT AGAIN 

 Red/white/blue triple layer mine and same patriotic 

colors for aerial breaks of dahlias/brocade 

crown/timerain chrysanthemum! It's MAGA-nificant! 

 40s 3/1 $97

Winda P5540  CROWN KIKU 22'S  Stunning crown kiku flowers bloom high in the sky!  30s 4/1 $95

Winda P5541  SPIDER NEBULA 21'S 
 Giant spider breaks with red/green/gold strobes 

alternating with huge breaks of cloud-like nebula effects! 
 32s 4/1 $95

Winda P5542  PYRO TSUNAMI 25'S 

 Tsunami of the sought-after, long-hanging Nishiki 

Kamuro effect -- the most popular firework effect 

currently on the market! 

 30s 4/1 $96

Winda P5544  SPRINKLE DONUTS 10'S 

 A variety of 2-inch breaks from "pyro donuts" of red 

lace, delay timerain, gold splash and blue peony! Enjoy 

the visual treat! 

 33s 4/1 $137

Winda P5545  TEMPLE OF GODS 12’S 
 Massive 2-inch breaks of flower crowns to 

red/green/blue tips! 
 32s 4/1 $119

Winda P5547  RUSH HOUR 100'S 

 Three exhilerating minutes of red/green palms, flying 

fish, broacade crown with color strobes, crackling tails, 

gold splash with color pearls, 3-stage whistle tails, gold 

palms and willows with timerain. What a rush! 

 180s 4/1 $162

 Enjoy this rich and satisfying 4-pack IPA ... as in 

Incredible Pyro Action!

Storm Chaser: Order up this chaser of swirling tails to 

multi-color neon dahlias with colorful falling leaves
 33s 

 Wet My Whistle: Robust 3-stage whistles alternating with 

red/green/lemon/purple lace effects with blue pearls and color 

strobes
 32s 

 Willow Torpedo: Full-bodied gold strobing willow, 

crackling willow, gold palm, brocade crown with 

gold/green/red/silver strobes or lace 
 33s 

 Big Bang Beery: Impeccably balanced continous bang of 

awesome flower crown to 

purple/lemon/red/green/blue/lemon/orange dahlias.. 
 28s 

Winda P5550  BOTTOMS UP! 34‘S 
 Titanium willow with red/orange/purple dahlias 

alternating with unique humming sound. 
 40s 6/1 $113

Winda P5553  CHAOTIC INCIDENT 652'S 
 Non-stop brocade wings with purple pearls and timerain 

crackles! 
 42s 2/1 $95

Winda P5554  PARTY LIKE IT'S 1776 156'S 
 Blue to red strobe tails, crackling silver palms with red 

strobes pistil. Let's party like it's 1776! 
 32s 2/1 $122

Winda P5555  PARTY BUS 42'S 

 Climb aboard the party bus with 42 shots of big breaks 

of color peony with lace pistil, crackling willow with color 

strobes, gold kiku with green strobes and a finale of 

massive brocade crowns with colorful falling leaves! 

50s 3/1

Winda P5558  BULLET BLOSSOMS 56'S 

 Rapid-firing 56 shots of silver brocade pine trees shot at 

incremental pacing with color changing twists and gold 

strobe finale 

 47s 4/1 $122

Winda P5561  ALL GAS NO BRAKES 36'S 
 Intense and heavy gold rain with bright color-changing 

dahlias! 
 35s 4/1

Winda P5563  FANCY FREEDOM  

 Fire up this 3-piece set together for non-stop, intense 

fan action accented by massive brocade tails with 

red/blue pearls 

 34s each 1/3 $80

WPI House Label

$99
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https://youtu.be/dSBAsDJ0Zvc
https://youtu.be/3LHPvrBgjnQ
https://youtu.be/3LyEUXm2Qs0
https://youtu.be/LA-fStoOyN4
https://youtu.be/fZBRWPopyY0
https://youtu.be/EPy0qTz8iTA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KwYaVDdXt3w
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0l9MAN4GEs4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7ORk_6WHzsE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mrgtLnxwiyg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IUuHs_oBgYc
https://youtu.be/q6zPFQjy_3c
https://youtu.be/adFY_VH5zwU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bHQrkYhaKRg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cstwqy0UZmk
https://youtu.be/uDw4pTfnHiw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yriVFPj-YTE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3XNFouVO4WU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zNa_r-mlc3c
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AN4eUV5NZPg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VgOxoKdijTk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lvFlycGGXpc&t=8s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V61aoJuZnJM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V61aoJuZnJM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V61aoJuZnJM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mfB5S9SIue0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JKM6xo6jHkY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9tWwYOX_1UY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9ReknZcdN8A
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=87MePj2m9HQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ebl_yVLwG7c
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LAVujQmSVsI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V61aoJuZnJM


Winda P5317 AMAZING BALLET 220'S 

 Fantastic zigzagging shots of red/white/blue tails to big-

league rain chrysanthemums at accelerating pace, with 

a loud whistling finale! A must-have Winda classic! 

 23s 1/1 $95

Winda  P5345 USA CONQUEROR 192'S

 Waving shots of color, crackling and whistling tails 

alternating with big breaks of multi-color glittering 

willows. Double level display doubles the pleasure! 

 38s 1/1 $94

Winda P5346 JESTER'S REVENGE 252'S 
 252 shots of loud whistling silver tails fire at a 

breathtaking zigzag pace! 
 27s 1/1 $123

Winda P5350 SUPER STUNT 12'S 
 Massive symmetrical red/green/silver/gold waves. 

Professional performance in a consumer cake! 
 42s 4/1 $120

Winda  P5413 BIG MOTHER CLUCKER 30'S 

 Fun name matches fun performance of giant silver 

spinning flowers firing at various patterns and angles! 

Spinning silver sparks break into eye-catching red and 

blue dahlias. 

 36s 3/1 $88

Winda  P5434 ANGRY PANDAS 14'S

 Rare sighting of an angry panda shows green peony 

with golden strobes and golden palm trees with green 

strobes alternatingly shooting at V and W angles. Grand 

crackling willow finale! 

 26s 6/1 $119

Winda P5452B NEON BLAST 30'S  Blasts of neon red/lemon/blue. True to its name!  20s 4/1

Winda  P5472 COLOR CASCADE 20'S

 Strobe and color pearl mines to 

ruby/emerald/blue/orange dahlias with color falling 

leaves and bright strobes. Cascades of amazing colors! 

 15s 4/1 $80

 Like A Boss 

Brocade crown cake - Brocade mine with 

white/green/red strobes to brocade crown with 

white/green/red strobes. 

 26s 

  Like A Champ

Green timerain cake - Timerain mine with green dahlias 

to green palm/crackling willow/dahlia with timerain.  

 26s 

 Like A Hero

Gold willow cake - Silver strobe with color pearls mine 

rises to gold willow to red/blue/green and color tips.  

 26s 

 Like A Star

Purple palm cake - Purple with white strobes mine to 

purple dahlia or palm trees, finale of crackling purple 

mine to purple palm with silver chrysanthemum. 

 26s 

Winda P5482 RAINBOW 30'S Discover a rainbow of colorful mine and peonies!  28s 3/1 $115

Winda P5484 PANDAMONIUM 142'S

 Gold strobing tails and color tails to brocade, then big 

bursts of brocade crown; silver strobing tails and 

crackling color tails, full-spectacle finale of color 

crackling willows! 

 35s 2/1 $107

Winda P5514 GOLDEN PEACOCK 149'S
 Vibrant color comets with gold glittering tails zip back 

and forth in a pleasing Z pattern. Big fan finale! 
 21s 2/1

Winda P5518 CLUB MIX 63'S

 Colorful crackling tails with blue mine, palm breaks with 

flying fish, tourbillion flowers rising to gold willows with 

color tips, whistling tails with strobing mine. Multiple 

effects with double finales of brocade crowns! 

 60s 3/1 $127

Winda P5519  FANTASTIC BEAST 16'S 
 16 giant shots of gold willow with color tips and strobing 

or crackling pistils. Fantastic breaks! 
 35s 4/1 $95

Winda P5527  MAN CAVE 36'S 
 Continuous flower crown breaks with red or blue stars. 

Gorgeous display! 
 26s 4/1 $105

Winda P5532  TA-DAH! 36'S 

 Panoramic shots of tail and crossette combos 

alternating with brocade crown or gold willow to colors 

with strobes. Beautiful red/green/purple/orange 

crossettes! 

 29s 4/1 $106

Bright Star BS8018 WOLF WARRIOR 18'S

 Strobing mines to gold palms with purple pearls, to gold 

willows with green pearls, alternating with 3-stage 

whistling tails. Brocade crown to chrysanthemum grand 

finale! 

 30s 4/1

Bright Star BS8025 FO' SHOW 30'S
 Panoramic shooting of silver tails to brocade crowns or color 

palms alternating with tourbillion tails to spitting color strobes or 

falling leaves. Awesomely rich display from ground to sky! 

 27s 4/1

Bright Star BS8028 SLEDGE HAMMER 8'S
 2" White strobe/neon mine mixed large breaking white strobe 

and neon peonies with crackles. 
 30s 6/1 $110

Bright Star BS8030 VERTICAL REALITY 17'S

 Awesome "vertical reality" experience created by 

straight, V and fan effects of gold kiku flowers with bright 

purple and blue dahlias. 

 30s 6/1 $109

Winda P5537  DIVE DEEP 30'S  Extremely long-hanging brocade crown waterfall!  20s 4/1 $122

Wild Dragon FF5064 AmeriBlast

25 shot cake. 3 shots red tail to red blue pearl with white glitter. 

4 shots green tail to gold glitter with crakle. 8 shots thrice 

titanium whistle with crackle. 3 shots re tail to silver coco with 

crackle. 4 shots green tail to green glitter with crackle. 3 shots 

silver tail to crackle willow.

 40s 6/1 $91

Wild Dragon FF5063 Bayou Boogie 

25 SHOTS. 3 shots red tail to pink green dahlia with 

white glitter. 4 shots green tail to red glitter with magic 

ball. 8 shots thrice whistle, 3 shots red tail to green coco 

with magic ball. 4 shots green tail to white glitter with 

magic ball. 3 shots silver tail to dark red time rain 

chrysanthemum.

 40s 6/1 $91

$70Winda P5481 AMPED-UP 14'S 1/4
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EPgusg2Iw6s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z23kLD2sppc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R6rd9N-OqGw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aMNzOZfSye4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ysUg4cHDpF8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=znYsfuyejdw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V9_3MB1EBDo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jOoD4eU3RSQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tx_8Dqkto78
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tx_8Dqkto78
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tx_8Dqkto78
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=turj9NwugyE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5vgFLBg5_AU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sCZLRLryv8A
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2L3CXR2xKHc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pvirtMg3sys
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QFNhivmo4EE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LfFfjIygfGA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7w4WIcGzRY4
https://youtu.be/JBuf_w9dR0w
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LKJfAGPwe2M
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uQlQ5D3nKqI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JM7dtTeIXDo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pCPMHwk-L-c
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Lemfrw8AZp0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tx_8Dqkto78


Wild Dragon FF5065 Gnarly Knights 

25 shot cake： 3 shots red tail to red blue pearl with white 

glitter. 4 shots green tail to gold glitter with magic ball. 8 shots 

thrice whistle. 3 shots red tail to silver coco with magic ball. 4 

shots green tail to green glitter with magic ball. 3 shot silver tail 

to time rain willow.

 40s 6/1 $91

Wild Dragon FF5021 Marmalade Skies  13 shots blue and white glitter, crackling to red/green, orange 

and green strobe, and gold crackling chrysanthemum. 
 20s 4/0 $101

Wild Dragon FF5017 Sunset Blvd  30 shots red/green/yellow/purple/blue palm and silver crackle 

chrysanthemum. 
 80s 4/1 $91

Wild Dragon FF5020 PyroPsychosis  12 shots green tail to red and white glitter, blue and gold strobe, 

and brocade crown 
 36s 6/1 $99

Wild Dragon FF5026 The Big Show  220 shots amazing sprinkle red, silver, and blue tail to time rain 

chrysanthemum , and whistling tail to crackle. 
 40s 1/1 $65

Wild Dragon FF5048 The Big Xplosion
 24 shots brocade crown with red strobe mine to brocade crown 

with red strobe; red strobe with white strobe to red strobe and 

white strobe. 

 22s 4/1 $99

Wild Dragon FF5015 Ultimo  20 shots red tail to white, red, green strobes, purple with crackle  40s 6/1 $104

Wild Dragon FF5028 Wicked Pyro Pro Series #1

 192 shot show in a box, professional grade design effects: red, 

green yellow, blue pearl; red, white, and blue crackle palm; 

whistle with crackle; green strobe willow; gold strobe willow and 

silver strobe willow 

 20s 1/1 $107

Wild Dragon FF5029 Wicked Pyro Pro Series #2  81 shot spectacular fan shaped cake: white strobe with blue 

and red mine, white strobe mine with brocade crown end 
 18s 1/1 $60

Wild Dragon FF5036 Wicked Pyro Pro Series #3

 9 shot heavy loaded big break display cake: green pearl, gold 

strobe, and blue mine to iron red dahlia with green and white 

strobe pistil; white strobe; peach and blue mine to iron red 

dahlia with sky blue and silver chrysanthemum pistil 

 29s 4/1 $82

Wild Dragon FF5041 Wicked Pyro Pro Series #4

 9 shot heavy loaded big break display cake: iron red dahlia with 

white strobe mine up to ion red dahlia; sky blue, silver 

chrysanthemum; sky blue, lemon, silver chrysanthemum; purple, 

green pearl, and silver chrysanthemum 

 25s 4/1 $82

Wild Dragon FF5050 Wicked Pyro Pro Series #5
 9 shot heavy loaded big break display cake: red strobe and 

blue mine up to brocade crown with red strobe pistil, white 

strobe pistil, green strobe pistil 

 26s 4/1 $82

Wild Dragon FF5051 Wicked Pyro Pro Series #6

 9 shot heavy loaded big break display cake: brocade crown to 

red with white strobe pistil; brocade crown to green with red 

strobe pistil; brocade crown to sky blue with green strobe; last 

three shots special white brocade crown. 

 17s 4/1 $82

Winda  P5145 AMAZING BALLET MINI. 100'S 
 Mini version for our classic waving flag cake "Amazing 

Ballet." Amazing, value-priced patriotic enjoyment! 
 22s 4/1 $119

Winda P5159 ROWDY PARTY 41'S

 Color tail to brocade crown with strobing pistil, color 

whistling tails with crackle. Finale of giant brocade crown 

to red with green strobes! 

 32s 8/1

Winda P5190 NUCLEAR FISSION 28's
 Cake builds in excitement, intensifying from one shot to 

two shots to three shots ... all the way to a 7-shot finale! 
 18s 8/1 $85

Winda P5198 GAME NIGHT 51s

Pinball Wizard: Popcorn breaks with red or green pearls

alternate with red/green tip popcorn tails

Retro Arcade: Colorful peony breaks with gold rain 

crackle alternate with palm tails to color tips

Air Hockey Pro: Brocade crown breaks with red,

blue or timerain crackle alternate with color

changing comet tails

 30s 4/3 $131

Winda P5184  NATION OVATION 16'S 
 Stand up and cheer on a patriotic performance of red, 

white and blue and other dazzling effects. 
 28s 16/1

Winda P5187  FLABBERGASTED 20'S 
 Astonishing non-stop breaks of flower crowns will leave 

you flabbergasted! 
 17s 16/1

Winda P5191  FUN FUEL 50'S 

 A 50-shot barrage of aerial breaks of gold willows, blue 

peony, brocade crown and palm trees, with a panoramic 

fan finale 

 30s 12/1

Winda P5192  PULSE POUNDER 50'S  Loud reports with red/green/blue/orange/purple tails  42s 12/1 $86

Winda P5195  BLUE RINGED PALMS 12'S  Super-cool blue ringed palms  22s 8/1 $55

Winda P5197  FRANKENMINE 100'S 
 Monstrous 100-shot mine in red/green/blue/lemon/white 

strobes with blue, and timerain with green 
 28s 12/1 $102

350G CAKES

200g CAKES
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AsRoMy7URY4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WILUdxi35iA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kl5yuIjP8Nc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rZtBxSyktuw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TEfQwwqvHpQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rv8z4haeTb4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mHrZqyVq9Zc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UWvBs4s6Ez4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TlhAXMIa1Ns
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J9_AQfOXgCQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_ryV3AWoCmo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tqKIN2KA3sw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x5CCFF-fYLY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4RjM9pdxFsc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=run-X-FCUFI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D8JSiS8ac0M
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jTYlVW284V4&t=1s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EeZPscToUz0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JYA4xwPM-fk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EbiE2e04wGE
https://youtu.be/BrPeYZGkTF0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kXJiOikHh1o
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ixPgFkBp6oQ


Winda P3084 BAD BOYS

 Nastily good fountain starts with chrysanthemum with 

red stars accompanied by 3-stage erupting crackling 

chrysanthemum mine! 

 60s 24/1 $94

Winda  P5108 BROKEN HEART 8'S 
 Silver tail bursts into red palm with white strobe, silver 

tail bursts into purple palm with green strobe. 
 25s 24/1

Winda P5109 GREAT EXPECTATION 9'S 
 Strong breaks of red/green/blue palm trees to timerain 

with crackling tails. 
 26s 24/1

Winda P5118 STRONG MAN 16'S
 Powerful multi-color palm tree with silver strobe, crackle 

and timerain. 
 34s 12/1

Winda P5122A EYE CANDY 16'S
 Beautiful sea blue/lemon/orange/green dahlias with 

timerain pistils, all with color tails. 
 25s 8/1 $52

Winda  P5125B CHERRY BOMBER 10'S 
 Pigeon blood red dahlias with white strobes and 

crackles! 
 25s 8/1 $68

Winda P5143 SMOKE DRAGON 16'S 

 No waiting for nightfall with this daytime cake! 

Purple/green/blue/yellow smoke dragon tails to 

crackles.  

 35s 12/1 $89

Winda P5181  CHROMA CHAMELEON 16'S 

 Leaping Lizards! Blue changing to red peony with white 

strobe, red peony changing to white strobe, purple 

changing to green peony with white strobe. 

 32s 8/1

 DRAGON CHROME 

 CADMIUM HORSE 

 HARD CLAW 

Winda P5182  TOP MAVERICK 25'S 
 Brocade crowns, horse tails and gold willows with white 

and green strobes or crackles. 
 22s 16/1

Bright Star BS6005 KICK BUTTS & TAKE NAMES

 Kick Butts - Loud crackling mine to perfectly shaped 

brocade crown. Huge bursts!                                      

Take Names - Loud crackling mine to hard-breaking 

color palm and gold palm to timerain. Packs a punch! 

 20s each 12/2

Bright Star BS6014 BEACH VIBES 12'S
 Giant silver tails to gorgeous willows with color strobes 

and brocade crowns. 
 19s 16/1 $86

Wild Dragon FF5207 The Hallucinator  12 shots green tail to silver palm tree.  35s 12/1 $82

Winda P8045  DONUT SHELLS  

 6 new-style rings, brocade to blue ring, blue ring, delay 

timerain ring, red lace ring, quick crackle ring, gold 

splash ring. 

 NA 12/6 $186

Winda P8046  RAINFIRE (5 Inch) 

1. Nishiki kamuro w/ brocade pistil

2. Nishiki kumuro w/ blue pearls

3. Nishiki kumuro w/ purple pearls

4. Nishiki kumuro w/ orange pearls

5. Nishiki kumuro w/ red strobes

6. Nishiki kumuro w/ crackles

 NA 12/6 $158

Winda P8047  BLACK SITE ARMAMENTS (6 Inch) 

1. Whistling tail to neon orange w/ blue peony

2. Whistling tail to brocade crown to timerain

3. Whistling tail to gold willow and brocade crown to 

white strobe tips

4. Whistling tail to gold willow to gold rain w/ red lace

5. Whistling tail to red wave

6. Green palm tree w/ yellow lace

7. Brocade crown to green tips w/ color falling leaves

8. Gold rain with spitting purple palm tail

9. Red palm tail rising to brocade crown w/ white strobes

10. Green palm tail rising to gold willow to green tips w/ 

green strobes

11. Red palm tail rising to brocade and gold willow w/ 

red strobes

12. R/W/B peony with silver flying fish

13. Brocade and gold willow w/ color pearl pistil

14. Nishiki and white strobe mine to Nishiki kamuro w/ 

white strobes

15. Double layer timerain mine to double stage timerain

16. Gold rain w/ purple pistil 

17. Blue ring with white strobe pistil

18. Red palm ring

 NA 4/3/6

Winda  P8029A ECHO IN THE EAR

 Powerful break canister shell kit offers up great flower 

breaks. Super-loud bang is an ear splitter. You've been 

warned! 

 NA 12/6 $168

Winda  P8031 G-FORCE

24 extra LOUD canister shells of 24 awesome 

performances!

1. Pigeon blood red/deep green dahlia with white strobe 

2. Pigeon blood red/lemon dahlia with green strobe

3. Deep blue/purple dahlia with golden strobe

4. Deep green/orange dahlia with red strobe 

5. Silver strobe willow with red dahlia 

6. Green strobe willow with orange dahlia 

7. Golden strobe willow with blue peony 

8. Red strobe willow with deep green dahlia  

9. Brocade crown 

10. Silver brocade crown with red strobe 

11. Multi-color brocade palm 

12. Golden willow to red/green/blue with white strobe 

13. Titantium chrysanthemum 

14. Quick-fire crackle 

15. Crackling willow with red strobe 

16. White strobe with purple/green palm pistil 

17. Red strobe with blue/orange palm pistil 

18. Green strobe with purple/orange palm pistil 

19. Purple/deep green dahlia with chrysanthemum 

20. Multi-color dahlia

21. Super-white strobe  

22. Silver palm with red strobe 

23. Green wave with chrysanthemum  

24. Silver brocade crown with green strobe

 NA 4/4/6 $184

AERIAL TUBES / RELOADABLES

Winda  P5179

QUANTUM ZOO 

 This assortment contains 8 each of Dragon Chrome, 

Cadmium Horse, and Hard Claw. Three classic cakes 

with updated labels 

 30s each 8/3 92
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3nzBN414KRs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c1dtEAnuNA8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uRENUUGN54w
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nrBCpTNJa9M
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MTb9IYYfxas
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4WZ1hJaMskI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mKbVdPzpQUo
https://youtu.be/LmIMYVVwnAQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5UpAE4di6z0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6GXGNWqd47Y
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PHaPqRrKkQs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uK2dYf9Eanw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZFZLqhPvlbQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5Tqk6B-k6Ak
https://youtu.be/XycNMrF-Qws
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N0foic_l6Hw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XfZMT9tcLBk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3DOrasRK3Qg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s56BFHlYR2k
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7pGhF7fvvN0


Deafening 5 inch canister shells with neon colors. 12 

loads with gorgeous mines.

With Mines

1.Red green and blue dahlias, with green palm and 

timerain mine

2.White lace spitting green palm tail, with gold willow to 

red/green strobe mine

3.Red green blue wave with white strobe, with silver 

crackling wave and green strobe mine

4.Blue peony, with silver glittering willow and red strobe 

mine

5.White strobe spitting red palm tail, with crackling and 

flying bee mine

6.Gold willow with white strobes, with gold willow to 

color and silver strobe mine

7.Red green blue dahlias with crisp crackles, with gold 

glittering and blue pearl mine

8.Multi-color palm with crackles, with brocade to red 

mine

9.Red blue dahlias with white strobes, with special red 

and white strobe mine

10.Brocade crown, with red white blue mine

11.Red green blue dahlias with timerain, with green to 

purple mine

12.Purple green blue dahlias with white lace, with red go 

getters and white strobe mine

Without Mines 

13.Color to silver palm

14.Brocade crown with red lace

15.Purple green blue dahlias with gold lace

16.Green blue dahlias with red lace

17.Red, green and gold strobes with brocade to 

crackling willow

18.Gold palm to color with white strobes

19.Pigeon blood dahlias with white strobes

20.Gold willow to red with green strobes

21.Brocade crown with special red green and blue 

dahlias

22.Silver and gold combo willow

23.Gold palm to blue with gold sizzling chrysanthemums

24.Green palm with gold sizzling chrysanthemums

Wild Dragon FF6010-12 Chaos 12 Shot Canister Artillery Shells  1-3/4" Artillery Shells (Canister). 12 shells, 12 effects.  NA 6/12 $146

Wild Dragon FF6010-4/24 Chaos 24 Shot Canister Artillery Shells Premium 1 ¾” Artillery Shells (Canister)  NA 4/24 $184

Wild Dragon FF6008 Artillery Shells  1-1/2" Artillery shells.  NA 20/6 $108

Winda P-0008-6 FESTIVAL BALL (ball shell)  1-1/2" Artillery shells.  NA 15/6 $73

Winda P-W518A CRACKLING ARTILLERY SHELL (ball shell)  1-1/2" Artillery shells.  NA 12/6 $69

Winda P-W520 WHISTLING BUSTER (ball shell)  1-1/2" Artillery shells.  NA 12/6

ASSORTMENTS

Winda P0001A AIR FIGHTER 

 Multi-shot cakes like Bump Bear and Cadmium Horse, 3 

saturn missile batteries a box of artillery shells and 

fountains. Four assortments in a case equals a great 

package price!

 NA 4/1 $151

Winda P0012A STAR LIGHT

A great assortment of 12: sparklers, bang snaps, golden 

flowers, fountains, etc. Unit Dimension (IN):17- 3/8''x9''x2- 

3/8''

 NA 12/1 $102

Winda P0018 ROMAN CANDLE POLY PACK
This pack of Roman candles is a blast! Shoot balls of 

fire with this favorite. Unit Dimension (IN):17- 3/4''x4- 1/2''
 NA 10/1 $101

Winda P0023 4TH OF JULY BACKPACK

 This year's most enjoyable family assortment. There are 

all kinds of novelties in this backpack. The best selection 

for your kids. 

 NA 10/1

Winda P0025 LIFE OF THE PARTY  Selection of WINDA's best 200-gram repeaters!   NA 1/1 $88

Winda P0026A CONTAINER LOAD-RED

 Our 12 best-selling 200 grams cakes in a single case!

Great Expectations, Bump Bear, Future Guy, Metal 

Dino, Strong Man, Eye Candy, Thermal Blast, 

Angels,Out of Control, Aerobatics Show, Super Duper, 

and Broken Heart 

 NA 1/12 $80

Winda P0027A CONTAINER LOAD-BLUE

 4 superior 500-gram cakes packed in a single case!

War Stopper, Reach for the Sky, KungFu, and Super 

Stunt 

 NA 1/4 $123

Bright Star BS2103A FOR HONOR
Assortment of Festval Shells, Cracking Shells, Saturn 

missiles and more.
 NA 6/1 $124

Bright Star BS2104A MASSIVE ATTACK
Assorment of Festival Shells, Crackling Shells, 2" Arial 

tube, Roman Candles, Fountains and Cakes
 NA 4/1 $151

Winda P3207  PYRO BLENDS 

Amazing 4-pack pyro blends:

Americano: Silver gerb with red strobes, silver chrys. 

with red/blue pearls;

Banguccino: Gold chrys. and loud laser flowers with 

orange/blue flowers;

Boomcha: Gold lava effects with blue tadpoles, gold 

chrys. with blue pearls;

Explosso: White cherry flowers with red and blue pearls, 

loud laser flower finale.

 30s

28s

23s

23s 

8/4 $80

Winda P3209  PUZZLE CUBE 

 A truly magical cube of vivid colors, gold willow, flashes, 

cherry and laser flowers alternating with four groups of 

colorful dancing ground blooms! 

 82s 8/1 $78

Winda P3214  PUPPY FOUNTAIN 

 Starts with silver gerb with red flame and white strobe, 

continues with eruption of pine needle with purple pearls 

and swimming dragons with red pearls, then ends with 

laser flower with blue pearls 

 52s 2/8 $96

Winda P3217  BUCKET OF FUN 

 A bucket full of exciting performances! 4-stage gerb, 

snow flakes and gold silk chrys. with multi-color pearls 

and a mammoth finale of green bouquet with silver 

nebula 

 80s 4/1 $78

4/4/6 $206Winda P8043  NEON BEEF   NA 

 FOUNTAINS
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qnw1EaEoHs4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JZgLk5-V5P0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DKiBtc6JFiU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f_FdoJgyw_c
https://youtu.be/KlVBZxPZYVw
https://youtu.be/JwpMtO2JIZk
https://youtu.be/GIWra9LXXjM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Mk1oUvHlJCM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Rl7v7p1aDaA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IVscvZx_dxs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ttb30-FThEU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8q_hO0qGnUg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qnw1EaEoHs4


Winda P3070 NOISY BOYS  Noisy, little dynamo crackles for over 90 seconds!  95s 36/6 $87

Winda P3073 DANCING WITH GHOST
 Ghostly spirits dance to red/green/blue fish effect, giant 

crackles and shimmering lace with blue pearls. 
 80s 24/1 $78

Winda  P3088 SNOW CONE

 Don't lick this snow cone while the multi-stage titanium 

fountain delights with multi-colored fish, powerful spring 

flowers and blue/red/green pearls! 

 70s 8/1 $73

Winda P3090 KOI POND

 Something's fishy about this fountain! Must be the 

unique shape, multi-colored fish effect, silk 

chrysanthemum, and laser and titanium explosion finale! 

 64s 12/1 $66

Winda P3093 LIGHT HOUSE

 Beautiful beacon towers with assorted effects of silver 

and gold silk chrysanthemum, and gold and laser 

crackles. This light house shines bright! 

 57s 12/1 $94

Winda P3097 SNOW CONE JR.

1. Blue fountain to laser flowers with green/purple.

2. Red fountain to silk exploding with red/blue.

3. Purple fountain to loud chrysanthemum with 

purple/orange.

4. Green fountain to gold silk chrysanthemum with 

green/purples.

 28s each 18/4 $91

Winda  P3106 SPARTAN SCREAM

 Super-loud screams plus a full spectrum of 

performances including silver fountain/pine 

needles/strobes/spring flowers/bright color pearls. 

Piercing titanium chrysanthemum finale! 

 140s 4/1 $90

Winda P3112 180°
 3 minutes of fountain fantasy with countless effects and 

colors. 180 degrees (and seconds) of amazement! 
 195s 8/1 $106

Bright Star BS5006 BRIGHT STAR FTN

 Red pearls with green strobes evolve into wide fan of 

gold with a titanium explosion of colored pearls and 

bright blue star! 

 60s 12/1 $78

Bright Star BS5010 WATERMELON NINJA
 Red strobes, green pearl with white chrysanthemum, green 

pearl with red and white strobes, green pearls with red strobe 

and laser crackles. 

 60s 12/1 $106

Bright Star BS5012 GLADIUS
 Small, but mighty sword features silver and gold gerbs, 

pine needles with blue pearls. 
 42s 2/90 $138

Winda  P4017 THUNDER MANIA
 8-ball roman candles, whisitling thunder, color tail 

thunder. 
 15s 24/4 $74

Winda T6513 Roman Candle - 5 balls  This Roman candle alternately shoots brightly

 colored pearls 
 7s 48/6 $55

Winda T6514 Roman Candle - 8 balls
 8 shot Roman candles with screaming thunder

 and loud whistle to report. Thunder includes color ball 

with a loud report. 

 20s 48/6 $67

Winda T6515 Roman Candle - 10 balls
 Assorted 6 pack with 10 shots each of alternating 

vibrant

 color. 

 16s 24/6 $43

Winda  P4018 MASTER BLASTER 196'S
 196 shot Roman Candle with color palm tails and color 

tails to titanium chrysanthemums 
 55s 15/1 $97

Winda P4020 MINI BLASTER
 280 shot Red, green, blue pearls and giant timerain 

flower. 
 23s 20/1 $94

Winda P2026 THE FREEDOM RINGS
 Rocket set with big-league red/white/blue rings with 

white strobes and brocade rings. Let freedom ring! 
 NA 12/8 $127

Winda P2027 SPACE FALCON

Rocket set with Red dahlia with white strobe, blue pearl 

with green strobe, dragon egg, brocade crown, gold 

palm with crackle

 NA 16/5 $120

Winda P-0445 WHISTLING MOON TRAVELLERS
 Classic bottle rocket with higher flight, louder booms 

and loud whistle. 
 24s 20/12/12 $78

Winda P2029 NEON MOON TRAVELLERS
 12 packages, each package with 20 bundles, bundles 

contain 10 neon bottle rockets to equal 2400 rockets 
 22s 12/20/10 $109

Bright Star BS7010 MEGAFORCE

CRACKER SNAPS

 It's a new era of safer packaging with these loud cracker 

snaps individually packaged in a plastic sleeve with 

Styrofoam

 separating each layer 

 NA 6/24/20 $89

Winda P9002B BANG SNAP Throw them and they snap!!!! Haha  NA 6/50/50 $65

Winda P6013 COLOR CHANGE SMOKE

Mix it up a little with color changing smoke: red to 

orange smoke, pink to blue smoke, yellow to purple 

smoke 

 90s 2/3/24 $128

NOVELTIES AND SPARKLERS

 Roman Candles

Rockets
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sc_n971IAT8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZrS-g1C8tE8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JTc54W8erGg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=swLSse1VHQU
https://youtu.be/O0qXngO7F3k
https://youtu.be/jyaanXTnHI4
https://youtu.be/9JrzrCfgGM4
https://youtu.be/gup3-f7aOqA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qQ4lsSDD1yI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1-3tPHsLhaY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YjLvCJMDOpA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w6rxkX2OC1c
https://youtu.be/jMBuqP5Poaw
https://youtu.be/8_ZucDLI0Bs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xPnrRG7Byik
https://youtu.be/evPza71c2SI
https://youtu.be/EFBxb1rBuXU
https://youtu.be/GHqPc47pbYU
https://youtu.be/P081ch90p5M
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VW8hOup2AEc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VW8hOup2AEc
https://youtu.be/BVe-o6npOCI


Winda P6014 JUMBO NEON SMOKE BALL
 Have a ball with colorful smoke: blue, purple, green, 

orange, red and yellow 
 46s 72/1 $103

Winda P6023A POOP!

 Get the ultimate gross and Eeeew factors from smoke 

and

POOP! 

 39s 2/40 $138

Bright Star BS2601 6 MINUTES SMOKE

 6 minutes of white smoke. This video actually shows 

6:47! 

Get your money's worth. 

 6 minutes + 72/2 $117

Winda  P9003C 36" JUMBO MORNING GLORY
3-stage change, red glitter to white strobe to green 

glitter.
 117s 96/6 $101

Winda P6026  3 STAGE SPACESHIP 

 These assorted 3-stage spaceships are out of this 

world! 

Features horse tail with crackle, reports, horse tail with

 red/green pearls, white strobe with blue pearls. 

 42s 24/4 $106

Winda P6030  TAKE ME TO YOUR LEADER 2-stage whistling tail rises to gigantic brocade crown  10s 4/1 $129

Winda P6037  OCCUPY MARS 

 10 shots of whistling butterfly tails to brocade crown or 

gold willow 

to timerain crackles, ending with a girandola of whistling 

tail to break of silver lace effects. 

 25s 6/1 $137

Winda P6019 Sky Team Screaming, spinning and flying w/ red palm tail.  15s 120/1 $82

Winda P6028  HANDHELD LUCKY WHEELS 

 This is a tree-friendly wheel! No posting! Simply lock 

the

 wheels onto the sticks before using. Performance 

includes

 silver sprays, gold sprays, silver/gold sprays. 

 37s 12/3 $148

Wnda P3213 HANDHELD SNOWCONE

Winda's popular Snow Cone series gets an exciting 

handheld edition and addition!

A. Blue flame to gold sparkles;

B. Green flame to gold sparkles;

C. Red flame to silver sparkles;

D. Purple flame to silver sparkles.

 45s 24-Feb $77

Winda P5089  PRINCESS PARACHUTE 

 Pink parachutes come down with a plastic princess to 

delight

 kids. A royal reward for your pyro princess. 

 45s 24/2 $175

Winda P-0247 PARACHUTE W/COLOR CHANGING FLARE
 Up with color changing flare then burst into a parachute 

with red and green glitter. 
 18s 18/6 $130

Winda P5604A SATURN MISSILE BATTERY 25'S Whistling tails with reports  13s 120/1 $74

Winda P5604E SATURN MISSILE BATTERY 300'S Whistling tails with reports  38s 12/1 $87

Winda P5530  STAR-SPANGLED SATURN 440'S 

 440-shot, long-lasting saturn!  Whistling tails, colorful 

mines, sizzling timerain flowers. Finale of big silver 

whistling tails! 

 111s 2/1

Winda P-T716 FLASH CRACKER Firecrackers packs of 16  NA 24/40/16 $64

Winda  P-T724A FLASH CRACKER Single strip of 100 count firecrackers  NA 8/20/100 $52

Winda  P-T737 FLASH CRACKER Single strip of 16000 count firecrackers  NA 1/16000

Winda P1103 MONSTER TUBES 100 individual firecrackers  NA 100/100 $86

Click to join our email list to be first to know about incoming product.

Girandola and Spinners

Fire Crackers

Hanhheld fountains

Parachutes

Saturn Missles
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https://youtu.be/MXP_KHPT2FI
https://youtu.be/Q7RThnm8fT4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a0J0x9Pp5Js
https://youtu.be/jCBsP-cOBas
https://youtu.be/bbWYXUBGDEA
https://youtu.be/Wotx_XSza1U
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KY6rafF-efs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yDZzpc-FA58
https://youtu.be/wM1SQQl68Cg
https://youtu.be/VPzWHJ4q0yI
https://youtu.be/4y6Ico9WrYs
https://youtu.be/cwSTJkzbY74
https://youtu.be/xmS-djo3Y9c
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3ylzDOxAH_c

